RESPONSE TO RIGHT TO INFORMATION APPLICATION 170677
1. How many major security incidents were there in correctional centres in 2015-16?
- In 2015-16, there was a total of 45 major security incidents.
2. How many were there in 2014-15?
- In 2014-15, there was a total of 43 major security incidents.
3.

Response in File 03

4. Please breakdown the incidents (IE How many serious security incidents related to open doors,
weapons etc?)
2015-16 breakdown of Major Security Incident by Category
Major Security Incident Category

Number

Door/s Unsecured

6

Key/s Related

3

Mobile Phone/Device

22

Prisoner in Restricted Area (e.g. prisoner on roof)

9

Safety and Security Equipment

3

Weapons Related (including ammunition)

2

Grand Total

45

5. How many incidents were there of locating contraband/banned items in 2015-16?
• In 2015-16, there was a total of 2,508 incidents of contraband discovery in correctional centres.
6. What was seized by QCS (please breakdown the contraband/items seized such as phones and
alcohol) and where was it seized (IE barrier control, cells, contractors).
Contraband Item

Number

Alcohol (including brew)

167

Drugs and/or Drug Implements

1161

Drug Test Decoy (Balloon, Glove Finger)

75

Electronic Device (including Mobile Phone)

116

Others (e.g. currency, clothing)

490

Pornographic Material

16

Safety and Security

1

Shiv / Weapon
Smoking Product or Smokeless Tobacco Product

156
195

Tattoo Gun or Implements

351

Total

2728

Notes:
• The above table is a count of contraband items, not incidents. There can be more than one
contraband item per incident report.
• The count of items only includes those items listed as the primary contraband type in the
Integrated Offender Management System (IOMS).
• Incidents where no contraband type has been recorded are excluded from the above counts.

•
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7. Please provide 10 examples of the most serious/concerning items seized, where each item was
located and any punishment.
Response in File 02

8. Of the prisoners charged with drug offences, what were the drugs and what quantities? What is a
breakdown of the charges?
Response in File 04

9. What was the assault prisoner on staff total and rate in 2015-16? What was it in 2014-15?
- In 2015-16, the number of assaults on staff by prisoners was 269 (rate of 3.58 per 100 prisoners)
-

In 2014-15, the number of assaults on staff by prisoners was 163 (rate of 2.27 per 100 prisoners )
Financial Year

Category

2014-15

Serious Prisoner on Staff
Assault Prisoner on Staff
Other Assault Prisoner on Staff
Serious Prisoner on Staff
Assault Prisoner on Staff
Other Assault Prisoner on Staff

2015-16

Number of
Victims
6
18
139
1
68
200

Rate per 100
prisoners
0.08
0.25
1.94
0.01
0.90
2.66

Notes:
• The above data is a count of assault victims, not incidents. There can be more than one victim per
incident.
• Definitions of assault categories:
Serious Assault - injuries requiring ongoing medical treatment or overnight hospitalisation
Assault - resulting in a physical injury which may require short-term medical intervention
Other Assault - acts of physical violence where there is no identifiable injury such as pushing, spitting
or hitting.

10. What was the assault prisoner on prisoner total and rate in 2015-16? What was it in 2014-15?
- In 2015-16, the total number of prisoner on prisoners assaults was 1,423 (rate of 18.92 per 100
prisoners)
- In 2014-15, the total number of prisoner on prisoner assaults was 1,093 (rate of 15.25 per 100
prisoners)
Financial Year

Category

2014-15

Serious Prisoner on Prisoner
Assault Prisoner on Prisoner
Other Assault Prisoner on Prisoner
Serious Prisoner on Prisoner
Assault Prisoner on Prisoner
Other Assault Prisoner on Prisoner

2015-16

Number of
Victims
129
358
606
169
533
721

Rate per 100
prisoners
1.80
5.00
8.46
2.25
7.09
9.59

Notes:
• The above data is a count of assault victims, not incidents. There can be more than one victim per
incident.
• Definitions of assault categories:
Serious Assault - injuries requiring ongoing medical treatment or overnight hospitalisation
Assault - resulting in a physical injury which may require short-term medical intervention
Other Assault - acts of physical violence where there is no identifiable injury such as pushing, spitting
or hitting.
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11. How many sexual assault allegations were there in 2015-16? How many involved men and how many
women? How many resulted in charges? Have any been convicted?
•

There were no allegations of sexual assaults on staff in 2015-16

2015-16 Sexual Assault Allegations by Prisoners on Prisoners
2015-16 Financial Year
Sexual Assaults Allegations
Male
Female
No. where charges resulted*
No. of convictions

Number
34
30
4
1
Nil

Notes:
*Charges still to be finalised in court
• Data Source: IOMS Incident Report type of Assault - Sexual
• Please note: the above count includes sexual assault allegations and should be interpreted with caution
as not all allegations were substantiated or had reasonable evidence of such an assault occurring. Of the
34 total allegations, 15 (13 male, 2 female) have been counted as victims of serious assault (which
includes sexual assault) for the Report on Government Services (RoGS). Allegations are not counted for
ROGS purposes when there is no reasonable evidence of a sexual assault occurring, in addition to the
following:
o there was no complaint forthcoming by the alleged victim to the Queensland Police Service
(QPS);
o the prisoner withdrew their complaint;
o there was insufficient evidence to proceed with complaint - QPS;
o the alleged assault did not occur in Queensland Corrective Services’ custody; and
o the prisoner admitted to making false allegation.

12. How many are still under investigation?
- Of the above sexual assault allegations, there is one allegation still under investigation.
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